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base_class(const string& s) : _s(s) { }
protected: string _s; }; And I wish to define
several derived classes that wrap a base
class pointer with some other types. For

example: class a: public base_class{ public:
a(const string& s) : base_class(s) { } a(string

s) : base_class("") { } }; class b: public
base_class{ public: b(const string& s) :

base_class(s) { } b(string s) : base_class("")
{ } }; But using the cast: a* a_pointer = new

a(s); b* b_pointer = new b(s); Is there a
better way to keep track of the class type

without using the C++11 move
constructors? Ideally, for b, I'd be able to do
the following: b* b_pointer = new b(s); And
my a and b classes would be able to access
the "real" base class object correctly. A: Use

std::unique_ptr from the 0cc13bf012
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By Zachary Centron Clint Eastwood 'The
Joke' Trailer 2017 | Directed By Zachary
Centron Clint Eastwood reveals his new
film, The Joke. From the director of Gran
Torino and Flags Of Our Fathers comes a

comedy about a country western
singer/piano player (Eastwood) who is in

love with a beautiful girl who has a
boyfriend. That is until Eastwood takes up

with the adorable young woman, which
eventually upsets the boyfriend and his

goons. #ClintEastwood #TheJoke
#DirectedByZacharyCent
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